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16.1
GeoTherm: Public Data Infrastructure for Deep Geothermal Energy in
Switzerland
L. Boulicault1, M. Manzini, M. Faubert1, C. Minnig1, L. Glaus2, N. Oesterling1, R. Baumberger1
Federal Office of Topography swisstopo, Swiss Geological Survey, Seftigenstrasse 264, CH-3084 Wabern
(lise.boulicault@swisstopo.ch)
** SCCER-SoE, ETH Zürich, Sonnegstrasse 5, CH - 8092 Zürich

1

In the context of the Energy Strategy 2050, Switzerland commits to the development of renewable energy including deep
geothermal energy. Lack of coordination or even complete lack of data management and data policies are one of the
barriers for the development of deep geothermal projects. For this reason, the Swiss Federal Office for Energy (SFOE) and
Swiss Federal Offices of Topography (swisstopo) launched the GeoTherm project (2015 – 2019). GeoTherm is the public
federal information system for data related to deep geothermal energy. It aims to establish an infrastructure for the storage
and publication of geothermal data on the federal geoportal (map.geo.admin.ch). This paper gives an updated view of the
work in progress after 20 months of project duration.

Data collection
Raw and interpreted data relevant for the development of deep geothermal energy are key to the GeoTherm project.
Therefore, a first inventory of borehole data from the internal swisstopo archives has been raised since the beginning of the
work. In order to complete this inventory as well as to collect additional information (e.g. geothermal potential studies,
geothermal projects reports, seismic surveys, chemical and petrophysical databases, etc.), external data providers such as
universities, cantons and private companies will be contacted.
Quality control and perennial storage
Every new dataset is quality controlled and harmonized based on swisstopo’s data management standards (data models).
Where needed, the standards are extended to fit particular needs of geothermal data. Then, the data is integrated into a
central borehole database, i.e. existing data is updated. This guarantees a long-termin sustainability of the data.
Data Web – publication
GeoTherm strives to show where data exist and make it accessible. Therefore, metadata of the wells, potential studies,
etc., which contains no sensitive information, will be fully published on the federal geoportal. As for the data itself, it might
be protected by certain rights. The publication of such data is either based on existing laws [1, 2] or on contracts between
the rights owners and swisstopo. At the end, only non-confidential data will be published.
First results and outlooks
Since March 2017 a layer showing geothermal projects deeper than 400 m has been online on the federal geoportal
(https://map.geo.admin.ch) (Fig. 1). Two additional layers will be published in 2017: one provides information on boreholes
deeper than 500 m and the other one shows available geothermal potential studies.

Further layers are planned to be published in 2018 such as an updated “Heat Flux Map” (in coll. with the Swiss Geophysical
Commission SGPK), temperature maps per depth and top horizons, seismic surveys and earthquakes monitoring (in coll.
with the Swiss Seismological Service SED). In order to keep these layers up to as well as to provide more information for
planners of geothermal energy projects in Switzerland, the SFOE and swisstopo need a close collaboration with the
involved stakeholders.
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Figure 1: View of the first layer showing the geothermal projects deeper than 400 m on map.geo.admin.ch. The additional
layers of the wells deeper than 500 m and the geothermal potential studies will soon also be available on this website

REFERENCES

[1] Energy Act (EnA), SR 730.0
[2] Federal Act on the Reduction of CO2 Emissions (Co2 Act), SR 641.71
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16.2
Geological Data Management - An Example for Borehole Data
1

Sabine H. Brodhag, 1Nils Oesterling, 1Roland Baumberger

Federal Office of Topography swisstopo, Swiss Geological Survey, Seftigenstrasse 264, CH-3084 Wabern
(sabine.brodhag@swisstopo.ch)

1

In Switzerland, the use of the subsurface increases year by year. Besides the classical production fields of mineral
resources industry, civil engineering, underground construction and the use of groundwater, the exploitation of geothermal
energy became a well-established source of energy meanwhile. In the course of this intensive subsurface use, the amount
of newly generated borehole data, which has to be managed, is increasing vastly.
The Swiss Geological Survey (SGS) is the national authority for the subsurface (Federal Office of Topography swisstopo,
2017) and the federal competence centre for geological data. To handle the topics mentioned above in the light of
legislative regulation and to provide nationwide geological base data and information, data management of the SGS had to
be reorganized fundamentally. Fast and effective exchange of data between partners is only possible with a well-structured
and harmonized data management. Addtionally, administrative efforts are reduced to a minimum as well. Therefore, several
systems for capture, storage and visualisation of geological data are under development or already established. One of
those systems is the management system for borehole data, which was acquired in 2015 and refined by the SGS until now
to adapt it to the SGS’s requirements.
In order to realize a well-structured and harmonized data management geology-related data had to be identified, structured
and harmonized in a first step, before data management workflows themselves could be adapted and software solutions
found. The structuring of data was done by means of data models, which describe data and their relationship to each other
in a standardized descriptive model language. For the federal government, they are obligatory for all basic federal geodata
and are stored in the Model Repository for official geodata under federal legislation. Up to now, the SGS published three
data models: (i) the Data Model Geology (2012, in revision), (ii) the Data Model Geology – Pixel Maps (2011) and (iii) the
Data Model Borehole Data (2014, in revision). Further, non-published data models for internal use do exist.
The Data Models Geology and Borehole Data were developed with the collaboration of representatives of several federal
offices, universities, cantonal administration and the private sector to increase the acceptance of the respective model and
to guarantee meeting its proper target. Pre-existing geology-related national and international standards like SN, SIA or ISO
were integrated into the models as well as the new harmonized tectonic, lithologic chrono- and lithostratigraphic SGS charts
for Switzerland (published in Data Model Geology, 2011, and on strati.ch). Both models are available in German and
French further languages are planned.
For SGS’s new borehole-database management-system, the Data Model Borehole is a crucial basis and was implemented
completely into it as well as the stratigraphic SGS charts mentioned above. By means of implementing the data models into
the management system, standards, harmonized charts and multilingualism are integrated as well. In the course of the
development of the database management system for borehole data, the complete SGS filing system had to be
reorganized as well as data capturing for linked databases (e.g. swisstopo address database). Workflow structures for
borehole data management were adapted to comply with the new borehole-database management-system and the
surrounding infrastructure.
Implementing consolidated data models into one’s data management systems results in structured and harmonized data
and adds value to the data in the sense of a defined data quality. Sharing these data models with the community simplifies
data exchanges and makes exchanges independent of technical systems or formats (Wehrens et al. 2017). Finally,
structuring and harmonizing data has a feed backing effect on data management workflows and initial data acquisition.

REFERENCES

Data Model Geology, Version 2.1, 2012. Federal Office of Topography swisstopo, 151 p. https://www.geologieportal.ch/en/
knowledge/lookup/data-models/geology-data-model.html
Data Model Geology, Pixel Maps, Version 1.0, 2011. Federal Office of Topography swisstopo, 71 p. https://www.
geologieportal.ch/en/knowledge/lookup/data-models/geology-data-model.html
Data Model Borehole Data (German), Version 2.0, 2014. Federal Office of Topography swisstopo, 48 p. https://www.
geologieportal.ch/en/knowledge/lookup/data-models/borehole-data-model.html
Lithostratigraphic Lexicon of Switzerland. Federal Office of Topography swisstopo.
http://www.strati.ch/
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16.3
4 times open weather station: first results of non-conventional costeffective monitoring system
Massimiliano Cannata1, Daniele Strigaro1, Mirko Cardoso1, Marcus Hoffman1, Miln Antonovic1
Scuola Universitaria Professionale della Svizzera Italiana (SUPSI), Campus Trevano, CH-6952

1

The access to weather information in developing countries is often limited due to non existing or in decline monitoring
networks. The main issues that contribute to this lack of data is the inaccessibility to expensive technologies installed with
international projects and not adequately supported by replacement parts, local knowledge of the systems and high costs
(Snow, 2013). The indaquate availability of information mines the capacity of the community to cope with hydrogeological
hazards and to sustainably manage natural resources.
For these reason, the 4ONSE project is studing the effectiveness and sustainability of non-conventional automatic weather
monitoring system fully based on open technologies (hardware, software, standard and data). The project of the duration of
three year is just entered the second year, and after the design and prototyping of the enginereed solution is going to deploy
around 30 station in the Deduru Oya basin in Sri Lanka, which currently monitored with three manual rain gauge. The
designed system combines Arduino microcontroller, GPRS communication, Observation and Modelling standard data format,
istSOS Sensor Observation Service software and CKan open data portal. The system will enable the acquisition, management
and distribution of observations of temperature, humidty, rainfall and pressure with a temporal resolution of 10 minutes.
Preliminary results on the data quality analyses and system replication tests showed enoraging outcomes. These support
the idea that such a kind of system may help in filling the gap of missing critical data for effective policy making individuated
by the United Nation (2015).
4ONSE is a project funded within the Swiss Programme for Research on Global Issues for Development (r4d programme)
financed by the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) and the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF).

Figure 1. Prototype of the non-conventional weather monitoring station based on open technology designed by the 4ONSE project.

REFERENCES

Snow, J.T. 2013: Non-traditional Approaches to Weather Observations in Developing Countries. International Finance
Corporation. Available online at: https://goo.gl/sAZS6u.
United Nations. Department of Economic, & United Nations. Department of Public Information. 2015. The millennium
development goals report 2015. United Nations Publications.
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Planning of UAV mission for precise terrain reconstruction in steep
terrain without ground control points
Skaloud, J., Cucci, D., Cledat, E.
EPFL-TOPO, Station 18, 1015 Lausanne

The operation efficiency of micro aerial vehicles (MAV) makes them an ideal tool for acquiring imagery for the purpose of
mapping/observing small zones of natural interest (e.g. hazards) in the Alpine environment. Such operations are further
simplified if the UAV has the ability to geo-tag the acquired photographs with cm-level accuracy. This allows dropping the
need for signalization and surveying of ground control points that is otherwise necessary for the purpose of image georeferencing.
Precise “geo-tagging” or aerial position control is possible with surveying-grade receivers of Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS) if the instantaneous satellite constellation is of sufficient quality. This depends generally on the number of
visible satellites and their geometry. The satellite “visibility” requires direct line-of-sight (LOS), which is a function of drone
position with respect to its environment. Such function is complex for drone operating close to steep mountainous terrain
and in extremity may deny GNSS-position determination of the drone, fact of which hampers its self-guiding capacity and
thus the mission execution.
We present the advantage of implementing a software functionality that depicts the expected quality of GNSS positioning
for each part of the planned trajectory considering its surroundings during a specific time window. The user can provide a
custom high-resolution digital elevation model (DEM) to be employed in substitution of the global models, for better
accuracy or to introduce extra features (tree-surface model) or man-made features. The waypoints for which the GNSS
constellation is evaluated are represented in color (green to red), giving an intuitive notion of the constellation quality at that
point with respect to chosen flight, start time. An aggregated statistics are plotted in a separate plot over a time span of
several hours to guide user for choosing optimal mission time.
An impact of the developed feature on the mapping accuracy is empirically evaluated in a natural environment, where the
average visibility of satellites is critical. A zone of natural hazard in canton Valais, located northwest from Martigny was
chosen for the study. It is a narrow valley that is surrounded by high ridges in all directions but east. During winter 20152016 an exceptionally large avalanche fell down from the South-ridge and destroyed part of the forest, the road and some
habitations. A flight plan was created to map again a portion of the avalanche run-off zone with fixed-wing senseFly’s
drone: ebeeRTK. Benefiting from the developed feature predicting the GNSS constellation quality along the trajectory, the
flight was executed in both “sub-optimal” and “close to optimal” conditions of satellite visibility and geometry, which fluctuate
considerably during the day. The impact of the image geo-localization quality on the mapping accuracy is evaluated as
differences (residuals) of coordinates of the signalized targets determined “from the air” with respect to their values known
before hand (ground-truth). The improvement of the mapping accuracy thanks to better geo-localization of the images
varies by the factor of 3-10 in vertical and horizontal coordinates, respectively. The root-mean-square error of the
positioning residuals on the ground targets during flight executed during planned “optimal flying conditions” is 0.013 m
horizontally and 0.018 m vertically.
This research was supported by the Swiss Commission for Technology and Innovation (CTI) via the contract 18442.1
PFWI-IW.
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16.5
FeldApp - Fieldwork to final report in the most efficient fashion
Nicholas Dawes1, Christoph Suter1
1

GEOTEST AG, Bernstrasse 165, CH-3052 Zollikofen (nicholas.dawes@geotest.ch)

Field time is precious to most outdoor professionals. The digitisation of field notes and conversion of these notes into a
written product reduces the productive time of skilled personnel. Yet many of these products are repetetive assessments,
and their production can largely be automated from digital field notes.
At GEOTEST, we have developed a mobile and web-GIS combination which allows us to optimise the time our experts may
spend in the field. The system consists of an iOS application, based around a map interface (in either Swiss or international
coordinate systems), which allows us to take georeferenced field notes; paired with a personalized web-GIS application,
through which our experts may edit their notes and produce a report based on a pre-defined template.
Notes can be taken in the mobile app using application specific forms. These forms allow us to maintain a structure in the
field notes, though unrelated notes and photos are also allowed. Each form type is associated with a report template in the
web-GIS, enabling the user to produce a complete report, pre-populated with the field notes, in one click.
Not all objects can be geolocated to a sufficient accuracy in the map interface, so we have added the ability to locate
objects on a plan, which is in turn geolocated in the map. These plans could be small-scale plans of a field site, with objects
located only a few cm apart; annotated photographs of rock walls; or manual sketches of a hidden object such as a tunnel
system. All of the above solutions can be created within the app whilst in the field, and are immediately available for
detailed location of e.g. notes and photographs.
The mobile app is designed to be used offline in the field. Maps can be saved for the area of interest. When a data
connection is available, the field notes can be synchronised to the web-GIS, securing the data in case of loss. This
synchronisation also allows multiple team members to work on the same project simultaneously, or a single user to work on
a combination of iPhone and iPad.
It is possible to add new forms and associated report-templates, based on a specific application. One such application is
monitoring infrastructure such as natural hazards protection structures. For this use-case, we have several forms
implemented for the assessment of protection measures. Based on specific parameters in the form, the map/plan-based
object can be coloured to indicate its status, e.g. Red: Requires urgent repairs / Yellow: requires monitoring / Green: no
problems assessed. Typically, protection measures are re-assessed at regular intervals. This interval can be entered into
the system, and the objects are coloured accordingly, indicating which protection measures must be reassessed. This
facilitates fieldwork planning and logistics. Both from within the field and from the office, a complete history of repairs and
repair assessments is available for all protection measures, and should a hazard overcome the protection measures, a
report on their prior status is available in an instant.
Our solution has been developed over several years for use within our own company, and is used for a broad spectrum of
applications. From this summer, it is also being provided as a solution for external customers.
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Figure 1. The mobile app map interface

Figure 2. The form data entry interface with a objects located on a
plan in the background

Figure 3. The web-GIS interface showing the plan (top-left) with objects coloured according to their status, as well as images and reports
related to the objects.
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16.6
Efficient implementation of complex elasto-plastic models in high
performance computing systems
Boris Galvan1
1

Centre for Hydrogeology and Geothermics of University of Neuchâtel (CHYN)
e-mail: boris.galvan@unine.ch,

New energy production technologies like fracking and enhanced geothermal systems, requires simulation of rock fracturing
and fractures evolution. These simulations are computationally challenging, primarily due to different space and time scales
of the processes involved and complex geometries of the physical domains under study. In particular, the dynamic solution
of the equations related to rock deformation requires very short time steps and introduces different competing deformation
modes that translate into program branching. This is the most computing intensive part in field scales thermo-hydromechanical (THM) modeling. It represent around 90% of the total computational time.
This computational cost problem could be tackle using next generation computing clusters that have heterogeneous
architecture nodes, in which very dense computations are off-loaded to one or more co-processors. These co-processor are
single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) highly parallel computing devices like Graphical Processor Units (GPU) or Intel Many
Integrated Core (MIC) architecture.
Our work focuses in efficient 2D simulation of THM models in multi-GPU clusters, particularly the mechanical part using
explicit finite differences approximation. This involve the implementation of brittle-elasto-plastic models that must be solved
efficiently, accounting for the different deformation modes and consequent programming branching.
Normally, program branching imposes a high efficiency penalty when SIMD devices are used. We present different
optimization techniques to handle it and to enhance the performance in High Performance Computing systems (HPC).
These strategies could be applied to different mechanical models for a variety of problems.
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Figure 1. From top to bottom: initial, intermediate and final state of the yield function of an brittle-elasto-plastic material subjected to biaxial
compression. Red color means yield function closer to or equal to zero and blue color represent GPU block inactive for depicted failure
mode. Domain size is 512x512 divided among 4 GPU’s. Decomposition between elastic and plastic failure modes is performed on the fly
on each GPU and each failure mode is computed in parallel within GPU’s using concurrent GPU streams. The figures show spontaneous
fracture generation and evolution within the domain.

REFERENCES

Galvan, B. & Miller, S. 2013. A full GPU simulation of evolving fracture networks in a heterogeneous poro-elasto-plastic
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16.7
Long-term performance of fiber optical sensors subjected to HLW
repository conditions
David Jaeggi1, Martin Herfort2, Philippe Tabani3
Swisstopo, Seftigenstrasse 264, 3084 Wabern (david.jaeggi@swisstopo.ch)
Ensi, Industriestrasse 19, 5200 Brugg
3
Andra – Centre de Meuse/Haute-Marne, RD960, 55290 Bure

1

2

Long-term monitoring of high-level radioactive waste (HLW) repository performance during closure and early post-closure
phases is an integral part of the Swiss concept. Extensive monitoring will be performed in a pilot repository, containing a
small, but well-defined quantity of HLW. In view of this, we present experiments using fiber optical sensing systems. The
MO (Preparation of technology for long-term monitoring) experiment was established for testing fiber Bragg gratings (FBG)
and Brillouin optical time domain analysis (BOTDA) sensors from different suppliers under realistic conditions in order to
provide a mature technology for monitoring in a future pilot repository. Fiber optical sensors do not need electric energy
downhole and can be used for accurate continuous measurements along a borehole or an installation. Since March 2012,
FBG and BOTDA sensors from different suppliers are specifically tested on ageing and long-term signal performance in a
heated borehole, backfilled with a mixture of sand/bentonite and saturated with artificial pore water. Maximum temperature
reached 85 °C at the borehole bottom of 6 m depth. Four strings of FBG sensors are installed at 5 different depth levels
and 3 BOTDA cables from different suppliers are wrapped in a spiral manner onto a carbon basket.
All sensors are protected with strain-free coatings or encapsulated in short steel or heat-shrink tubes. Temperatures of FBG
sensors are measured every 30 minutes with 3 repeated measurements within 2 seconds in order to check the repeatability
of the measurement. BOTDA cables are measured with a portable interrogator unit 4 times a year. In November 2017 the
experiment will be dismantled and the sensor coatings will be tested microscopically, chemically, and mechanically on three
different cable sets: i) an initial cable set, where the analysis was carried out in 2012, ii) a retained set stored under
warehouse conditions and iii) the set buried in the borehole and subjected to the harsh downhole pressure, temperature
and chemical conditions.
Two types of FBG sensors failed shortly after installation or exhibited non-systematic behavior or deviation from the
conventional PT1000 signals. For these sensors after every temperature increase on the heater, bandwidth of acquisition
needed to be increased. The other two sensors perform well, however strain free installation is not evident. For all 4 types
of FBG sensors a recalibration was carried out after 2.5 years of operation. Calibration was performed by using data from a
1D-thermal modeling with Comsol™ and the temperature data of conventional PT1000 sensors as true-value calibration
points. The BOTDA sensors needed a recalibration as well. Their long-term behavior is strongly dependent on the sensor
type (Figure 1). The smooth shape of the temperature plot of the ST (steel armoring)-sensor shows its long-term stability
and reliability. However, the LP (lightly protected)-sensor shows very irregular and undulated shape of the temperature plot
after every of the 5 deployed temperature steps. Even in the depth interval between 2.5 and 6.0˙m, where the temperature
signal should a priori be more or less smooth, the temperature signals are very irregular. Obviously, the LP-sensor is
insufficiently protected and strain free packaging is not at all achieved.
For monitoring a future pilot repository, redundant systems or simple means to check sensor performance and to recalibrate the sensors at any time are required. Experience with different types of fiber optic sensors for measuring
temperature has shown that cross-checking with conventional sensors is indispensable. However, future instrumentation
will rely mainly on fiber optical sensors, which allow to increase the spatial density of measurement remarkably. Recent
developments with hybrid systems measuring Brillouin and Rayleigh scattering at the same time make a deconvolution of
strain and temperature signal, and consequently a continuous auto-calibration, possible. For the MO experiment all 5
conventional sensors installed downhole were lost after 4 years of monitoring. Consequently, and due to the official end of
a successful five-year monitoring period, the experiment will be stopped and dismantled by the end of 2017.
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Figure 1. Representation of temperature evolution for ST (left) and LP (right) BOTDA sensors. Sensor performance of the ST sensor is
exactly displaying the deployed temperature towards depth and with time. Steps indicate initial equilibration at T=15°C (1), increase to
Tapp=60°C (2), Tapp=80°C (3), constant temperature at Tapp=80°C (4) and increase to Treal=85°C (5).
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16.8
Application of solar numeral system in geosciences.
Bakhram Nurtaev
Institute of Helioclimatology, Kapfenberger Str.17, 50226 Frechen (nurtaev@gmx.net)

The sunspot number time series is the longest record made in science. Almost 400 years of sunspots observation provides
a useful tool for studying hydrogeology, engineering geology, geomorphology and climate change. The sun plays a major
role in the geological and atmospheric processes. Over many thousands of years, energy from the Sun moves the wind
and water at the Earth’s surface with enough force to break rocks apart into sand and other types of sediment. Actually all
sedimentary rocks came through solar activity: physical and chemical weathering, temperature change diurnal, seasonal, 11
years cycles.
A rise and fall in sunspot counts varies in a cyclical way; the length of the cycle is around eleven years on average, the
exact length of the cycle can vary from 8 to 14 years. We have a big accumulated database: about 150 thousand diurnal
observations over 400 years for sunspots.
We compared averaged for one solar cycle different solar indices with averaged for the same cycle terrestrial data, such as
air temperature, precipitation and river discharge for many weather stations and have found close relationships. This
inverse statistical model can explain contribution of solar radiation in many terrestrial processes trends with correlation
coefficient more than 0.8.
At present time almost 24 solar cycles have been observed. These 24 cycles measured values of solar indices can be
conceived as 24 empirical numeral values for study of terrestrial environmental changes both as in centennial as well as in
inter cycle scale.
This study proposes a method of Big Data processing simplification for development of solar terrestrial numeral system in
geosciences.
We analyzed the long-term records climate trends in Alpine Region and solar activity and detected close interrelation
between these indices.
Results show that above 80% level of statistically significant correlations exist between sunspots and air temperature.
Empirical relationships between temperatures in the studied area in dependence on solar activity in weather stations
presented below:
Karlsruhe,
Lugano,
München,
Salzburg,
Stuttgart,
Zürich
Bratislava
Budapest

T=0,03W
T=0,02W
T=0,02W
T=0,02W
T=0,03W
T=0,02W
T=0,02W
T=0,02W

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

8,4,
10,7,
6,6,
6,8,
7,7,
7,1,
7,7,
8,9,

r=0,87
r=0,81
r=0,81
r=0,77
r=0,81
r=0,87
r=0,89
r=0,89

where- T is temperature of air in °C, W is the number of sunspots, r- is the coefficient of correlation.The studied period over
1855-1996.
Precipitation trends in the same stations in dependence from solar activity are not so homogeneous, Fig.1
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Fig.1. Empirical relationships between precipitation and solar activity over 1878-1996,where P-precipitation in mm, W-number of the
sunspots, r-coefficient of correlation.
In accordance with NASA forecasting, the solar cycles 24 and 25 will be very weak, and that will lead to following: the global
temperatures will be trending lower over the next 20 years. Precipitation will be change in dependence from geographical location.
Source of data -HISTALP.
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16.9
Moving research boundaries by enhancing access to Swiss
environmental data
Gian-Kasper Plattner1, Lucia Espona Pernas1, Ionut Iosifescu Enescu1, Michael Lehning2,4 & Konrad Steffen1,3,4
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The amount and quality of environmental data is rapidly increasing. At the same time, challenges related to data sharing
and international access to environmental monitoring and research data are rapidly growing. A unified portal allowing
simple and efficient access to all kinds of environmental data sets and their metadata does not currently exist. In
Switzerland, centralized access to environmental data sets is missing despite plans to move towards open data in the midto long-term. Moreover, even a catalogue of existing environmental databases or research data sets is not readily available
to interested researchers. Similarly, across Europe, only a few large institutions provide their data in its entirety to the
international research community. Institutions have therefore the opportunity to contribute substantially to improving data
access across disciplines and thereby moving boundaries and fostering research (Adams, 2013).
The Swiss Federal Research Institute WSL has a long tradition in the collection and curation of environmental research and
monitoring data (e.g., Dawes et al., 2008), in particular in the areas of forest and forest ecosystem research but also
extending into other fields such as, e.g., snow and natural hazards research (WSL, 2017). Data sets collected by WSL
researchers include time series and spatial samplings spanning over one hundred years. WSL operates a comprehensive
network for environmental research that includes more than six thousand observation sites for studying the terrestrial
environment and its changes in a changing climate.
WSL also succesfully operates environmental web- and data portals and has recently strengthened these activities by
developing an overarching Environmental Data Portal (EnviDat). EnviDat facilitates managing, searching, and accessing
heretogeneous environmental research data. It is designed to publish, connect and search existing data, rather than a
center for the long-term storage of large amounts of research data. The sharing of research data is centrally managed and
facilitated; the creation, quality control, and responsibility for curation of the research data, however, remains with the
experts and data providers.
EnviDat is based on the conceptual framework illustrated in Figure 1. Its main user requirements include i) to support easy
data discovery through full text and map search, ii) to allow publishing of datasets including Digital Object Identifiers (DOI)
minting, and iii) to provide a repository for diverse data types. Furthermore, the importance of the future interoperability with
the wider data management community influence additional functional requirements such as i) metadata harvesting and
provisioning, ii) leveraging existing community software, where possible, and, iii) adoption of national and international
standards and best practices in data sharing. A notable example to this end is the decision of building EnviDat based on a
reliable software stack that includes CKAN, Apache Solr and PostgreSQL, in a similar manner as pioneered in Switzerland
by openresearchdata.ch. Finally, important non-functional requirements such as reliability, security and maintainability are
taken into account through a multi-server deployment planned to be finalized in the first half of 2018.
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework of the WSL Environmental Data Portal EnviDat. EnviDat serves as an overarching, centralized structure
that facilitates publication, searching and accessing of environmental research data. EnviDat offers DOI minting for publication-ready data
sets. Data providers decide what, how and with whom to share their research data. The metadata can be searched efficiently through a
number of data discovery options. Data providers have the possibility to link data sets, photos and other resources.

As the boundaries in science are moving towards cooperation among research communities, WSL aims to advance
environmental science through EnviDat. The availability of rich environmental data in an accessible and effective system
such as EnviDat opens unprecedented opportunities for advancing environmental science. The resulting distribution and
sharing of data is expected to bring together scientists from different disciplines and to foster new national and international
collaborations.
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16.10
Visualisation and analysis of landscape change using crowdsourced
historical photographs
Produit Timothée1, Ingensand Jens1
1
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(timothee.produit@heig-vd.ch)

Mountain areas have been subject to the effects of human activities that are either direct (e.g. construction of
infrastructures) or indirect (e.g. global warming). In order to understand these effects, it is important to offer tools to monitor
and analyze the variations during a period of time. These variations are very slow at the time scale of a human being.
Hence, there is also the need of showing and communicating these changes to the public and to exhibit the impact of for
instance climate change and land planning policies.
Currently, mainly two types of remote sensing data are used to monitor landscape change in mountainous environments: 1)
satellite images but the first images were shot in 1972 and had a very rough spatial resolution. 2) Photogrammetric survey
started in 1915 in Switzerland, they are used to generate 3D models or orthophotos. On the other hand, photographs of
mountain areas exist since the middle of the 19th century and are precise snapshots of the landscape. Unlike most of the
photogrammetric images which are top views, photographs are shot with an oblique point of view which is closer to our
natural viewpoint. Generally, photographs can not be processed with state of the art photogrammetric software. In
Switzerland, Bozzini and Produit have developped a system to compute the location of a single photograph and extract
geographic information from it. However collections of photographs remain an underused medium since they are a) often
not available in a digitized form b) often stored in disseminated archives that are not easily accessible to researchers c)
lack a georeference.
Scientists are mostly interested in metrics of landscape change such as measuring the extent of a natural disaster or the
evolution of an area. However, to communicate the landscape variation to the general public the visualization of the
variation is sufficient. swisstopo provides a web map which shows the evolution through topographic maps. Google earth
engine uses satellite images to show time-lapses, but it is limited by the quality of past satellite images. Many authors
prefer photographs to show changes, because they are closer to our real view. An common method is called rephotography
which is a repeated photograph of a historical photograph. Both images can be overlaid and easily compared. This method
is widely used in books and web sites. It has the advantage of showing the variation with a natural viewpoint.
The goal of our web platform smapshot is to 1) group disseminated collections in a single platform 2) compute the exact
location and orientation of photographs 3) provide a virtual globe to show the landscape variation in mountainous areas
through photographs.
Federate collections: smapshot gathers private and public collections of landscape photographs and stores these photos
in an efficient geographic search engine. Hence, we ease the access to landscape photographs for both the general public
and professionals.

Figure 1. Post card inserted in the virtual globe. Source: Fond Perrochet, ACM-EPFL

Georeferencing: smapshot uses crowdsourcing to find the exact location and orientation of the photographs. To
accomplish this goal, we developed a web-based 3D georeferencer. This module computes the photograph location and
orientation based on corresponding points where a volunteer clicks in the photograph and in a virtual globe.
The exact location and orientation enables us to compute the points of interest which are visible in the photographs. This
information is delivered to the archivists who use it to enrich their collections.
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Virtual globe: Finally, the photographs are placed in a virtual globe (Figure 1). The general public can navigate through the
virtual space to compare the current virtual landscape with the photographs.
The prototype is currently tested with collections of swiss landscape photographs. Indeed, the mountains of Switzerland
have two advantages. First, the jagged horizon line eases georeferencing. Second, mountain areas show drastic changes
such as the enlargement of mountain resorts and the retreat of glaciers. Our community of volunteers provides an accurate
georeferencing of most of the 1500 photographs stored in the platform. Hence, we can notice that in famous areas, such as
the Matterhorn region, photographs provide a continuous remote sensing of the landscape with a high spatial accuracy.
This is very promising both from a geospatial scientific point of view to study the landscape evolution and from a webdesign point of view to develop time-lapse modules.
In the future, we would like to develop tools dedicated to scientists and other professionals such as land planners and
geographers. These tools could be used to improve the geolocation provided by the volunteers and extract accurate 2D
and 3D geographic information from the photographs. Moreover machine learning algorithms can be developed and used
to automatically detect and classify changes.
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16.11
Moving national boundaries – reasons, documentation and backtracking
Adrian Wiget, Alain Wicht
Federal Office of Topography swisstopo, Seftigenstrasse 264, 3084 Wabern

The final definition of the current Swiss national boundary was decided at the Vienna Convention in 1815, along with other
European boundaries. Is this definition unchangeable? Generally speaking, yes, especially where it is artificially defined and
marked by the more than 7000 boundary monuments – mostly artfully carved stones and interconnected by straight lines.
But there
are areas where the two neighbouring countries have agreed on «natural boundaries».
Natural boundaries are formed by lakes, flowing waters and mountains. In lakes and flowing waters the boundary usually
runs through the middle of these bodies of water. Alternatively, it may follow the deepest channel in the riverbed, the so
called «Talweg» – basically the middle of the river at lowest water level. An example of this is the Rhine River along the
Cantons of Aargau and Basel-Land on the border to Germany. It may also follow the river bank, e.g. on the Swiss side
along the Doubs River in the Canton of Jura. In the mountains a crest, the so-called «water divide», is commonly defined
as a natural boundary.
The course of natural boundaries may vary with time because of natural changes. Examples are meandering rivers or crest
changes caused by rockfalls. Especially noticable are changes in the water divide on glaciers when they retreat or advance
(the second is less likely to happen these days). Theses variations can reach several meters per year and therefore cause
relatively large surface-changes.

Figure 1. Glaciers in the Monte Rosa area, Canton Valais (VS)

This paper presents reasons and examples of moving national boundaries. Furthermore, we show how the representation
and documentation of the national boundary has changed from old historic maps to modern GIS techniques and how
changes in the boundary line can be backtracked.
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Figure 2. National boundary at Furggsattel (VS) with old (2008, in blue) and new boundary lines (in red) indicated on the topographic map.

Figure 3. Retreat of the Theodul-Glacier 		
Figure 4. Schema showing boundary
viewed from the Furggsattel				
on top of the water divide
towards the Matterhorn.				
moving as a result of a
					
retreating glacier.
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P 16.1
Optimisation of borehole trajectory in order to minimize borehole failure
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1

In the frame of a CTI-project the CHYN and Geo-Energie Suisse AG are developing a workflow and associated software
tools that allow a fast decision-making process for selecting an optimal well trajectory while drilling deep inclined wells for
EGS-projects. The goal is to minimize borehole instabilities and maximize the intersection with natural fractures. Minimizing
borehole instability enhances drilling performance and is required when the open hole is completed with swellable packers.
Maximizing the intersection with natural fractures increases overall productivity or injectivity of the well. The specificity of
the workflow is that it applies to crystalline rocks and includes an uncertainty and risk assessment framework.
Fundamentally the understanding of borehole failure in deep crystalline well is lacunar because the strength and stress
parameters are largely unknown independently. Moreover, there is no agreement on the appropriate failure model required
to capture all characteristics of borehole failure. A sensitivity study performed on data from the well BS-1 (DHM project
Basel) showed that the most influential parameters on borehole stability are the magnitude of the maximum horizontal
stress, the uniaxial compressive strength and the internal borehole pressure.
Three geometry descriptors that are potentially more relevant to packer sealing integrity were investigated: breakout width,
breakout depth, borehole cross sectional area and the overall final shape of the borehole. Analytical models assuming an
elastic-brittle behavior without stress redistribution were calibrated to these observations using various failure criteria. The
commonly used Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion was unable to find calibrated parameters satisfying all failure indicators.
Thus, alternative failure criteria were tested eventually showing that a purely cohesive failure criterion with no friction (φ =
0°) allows a more consistent calibration across the failure indicators (Fig.1). This result is consistent with the literature that
indicates that breakout formation is a cohesion weakening process (Diederichs, M.S. 2007, Damage and spalling prediction
criteria for deep tunnelling). In further analyses, the frictionless failure criterion was used. Another difficulty is that the
calibrated models on the vertical borehole section lead to non-unique and inconsistent predictions for deviated wells (Fig.2)
because of the very simple model used that cannot entirely capture the failure processes.
Moreover, a pragmatic calibration approach was chosen: firstly, realistic ranges for both SHmax and UCS were computed
based on admissible stress limits and secondly, independent data (sonic and density data) were used as a proxy to
approximate the strength. Eventually, a complete workflow was developed to provide a systematic approach in selecting
the optimum drilling direction. In order to select representative scenarios representing different behaviors substantially
affecting the decision, cluster analysis will be performed. In fact, It is a multivariate method which aims to classify the
different computed scenarios on the basis of different variables (breakout width, breakout depth, fracture frequency), into a
number of different groups such that similar scenarios are placed in the same cluster. These analysis will help to select only
distinct scenarios having different behaviors in terms of borehole failure and fracture frequency. These results will form the
basis of an integrated workflow optimizing geothermal (EGS) well trajectory.

UCS [MPa]

Figure 1. The calibrated couples (SHmax, UCS) for a vertical hole (borehole dip direction = 0°, borehole deviation =0°) for z=3509m
with Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria for breakout width calculations and the purely cohesive criteria for both breakout depth and cross
sectional area calculations.
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Figure 2. a) The predicted breakout width, b) breakout depth and c) cross sectional area for a horizontal well (deviaton = 90°, dip
direction= 0°) using the calibrated couples (SHmax,UCS), obtained in Fig.1. Horizontal lines correspond to the observed values.
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P 16.2
Uncertainty quantification in environmental data driven modelling using
machine learning
Fabian Guignard1, Michael Leuenberger1 & Mikhail Kanevski1
1

Institute of Earth Surface Dynamics (IDYST), University of Lausanne, CH-1000 Lausanne (fabian.guignard@unil.ch)

Nowadays, the amount of geo- and environmental data has considerably increased due to the development of new and
efficient monitoring systems and remote sensing technologies. It requires development of contemporary tools to analyze,
model and visualize the data and the results. Machine learning algorithms in this new emerging discipline – environmental
data science – play a key role.
The present research deals with an adaptation of recently introduced algorithm, called Extreme Learning Machine (ELM), to
the environmental data modelling and spatio-temporal predictions. An important contribution of the work deals with the
quantification of prediction uncertainties which is decomposed into the following parts:
1)
2)

the uncetainty produced by the modeling error and
the uncertainty produced by measurement errors, in other words the data noise.

ELM was introduced by Huang et al. in 2006. It is a very fast one hidden layer feedforward neural network with randomly
generated weights between inputs and hidden layer. Due to its speed and stochastic nature, it is common to repeat
computations several times to reduce the variability produced by the random weights and thus ensure prediction quality.
These repetitions allow us to estimate separately the variability induced by the model and the variability induced by the data
noise.
Both uncertainty components can be visualized as maps, providing geographical places where data problems appears, e.g.
existing measurements need to be controlled, or additional measurements are necessary. In particular, the model
uncertainty map provides places where the model can be improved (active learning) and the measurement uncertainty
map provides places where the noise can be reduced by more precise additional measurement.
This new method is tested on both simulated and real environmental datasets.
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Full-waveform inversion is a highly non-linear process, which requires the starting model for deterministic inversions to be
relatively close to the correct solution (Virieux and Operto, 2009). Otherwise, the algorithm will be trapped in a local
minimum. To circumvent this problem, we propose a probabilistic approach for full-waveform inversion. Our approach also
has the advantage that prior information can be included in the form of a prior-probability distribution. Furthermore, as we
do not only retrieve one solution as it is the case for deterministic algorithms, but a set of solutions sampled from the
posterior distribution, an uncertainty quantification is straightforward. The main disadvantage of our approach is the long
runtime. A probabilistic inversion approach requires that the forward problem is evaluated several 100’000 times, while a
deterministic approach only needs several dozens of forward evaluations. Another disadvantage is that probabilistic
algorithms can only solve for a limited amount of unknowns within a useful runtime.
In this study, we show preliminary results of our probabilistic inversion approach to a crosshole full-waveform inversion
problem using Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR). Our probabilistic inversion approach uses an efficient implementation of
the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm (Laloy and Vrugt, 2012; ter Braak and Vrugt, 2008). To reduce the
amount of unknowns, we assume that the subsurface can be represented as a multi-Gaussian field and reduce the
dimensionality of the problem using circulant embedding (Dietrich and Newsam, 1997). We invert simultaneously for 250
dimension reduction variables describing the subsurface structure, 6 parameters describing the geostatistical model and the
standard deviation of the data error, resulting in a total of 257 unknowns. More details about the algorithm can be found in
Hunziker et al. (2017).
We created synthetic data based on the subsurface model shown in Figure 1(d). The inversion of these data was run three
times. The last model of these three inversion runs is shown in Figure 1(a)-1(c). From each inversion run, we selected from
the second half of the Markov chains at regular intervals 128 models. From these 384 models, a mean model (Figure 1(e))
and the standard deviation (Figure 1(f)) were computed. Please note, that as the chains just started sampling the posterior
distribution, these last two plots do not properly represent the posterior distribution. However, they demonstrate that the
algorithm works properly as it was able to find subsurface models that are close to the true model. The standard deviation
is large in between the source positions in the left borehole, indicating that more source locations are necessary to
illuminate the subsurface well enough.
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Figure 1. Results of our crosshole probabilistic full-waveform inversion with indicated sources (asterisks) and receivers (triangles). (a) - (c):
The last model of three different inversion runs, (d): the true model, (e): the mean model based on 384 models (128 from each run), (f):
standard deviation of these 384 models. The colorbar of plot (c) is valid for plots (a) to (e).
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Meteorological services have been developing sensors to record environmental parameters with higher and higher
frequency; that is crucial to analyse complex, multivariate, and non-linear meteo-climatic phenomena. However, to extract
information and understand the underlying dynamical mechanisms of these phenomena, we need robust and advanced
statistical methods.
Among the environmental variables, wind speed is very important for the implications in terms of sustainable energy issues.
Several studies have been carried out on wind speed, by using machine learning algorithms, time series forcasting, fractal
analysis, multifractal analysis, visibility graph, and complex network.
In the present work, we use correlation network and multifractal analysis to investigate the inner structure of the wind
speed. Even more, we study the wind phenomena by combining three diffferent aspects: spatial (due to the spatial
distribution of the meteorological sensors), temporal (due to the analysis of the network topology on a daily basis), and
correlative (due to the selection of the correlation threshold, by which the topology of network is defined).
The study is focused on the daily correlation network (between wind measuring stations) at several thresholds (see Fig. 1).
These networks are characterised by the connectivity density, which measure the proportion of wind sensors that are
correlated among them. A daily time series of connectivity density is obtained for the period time between 2012 and 2016.
Finally, we apply the multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MFDFA) to detect the presence of long-range propreties in
the connectivity density time series and quantify possible intermittency. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the results of the
MFDFA applied on the connectivity density time series for threshold 0.5.
The present study would contribute to better understand the wind processes in complex areas, like Switzerland.
Furthermore, it would help a better planning and design of the characteristics of a wind monitoring system.

Figure 1: Correlation networks for two different days considering a threshold of 0.7 (April 9, 2012 and September 4, 2016).
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Figure 2: MFDFA results for; (a) fluctuation functions; (b) generalized Hurst exponents; (c) -; (d) multifractal spectrum.
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The global increase in atmospheric temperatures may be accelerating rockfall and landsliding as result of the physical
breakdown of bedrock landscapes. Effects may include thermomechanical fracturing of intact bedrock, stress corrosion as a
result of water infiltration into normally dry fracture systems (e.g. in arid or permafrost regions), debuttressing as a result of
glacier retreat, and rockfalls resulting from a reduction of permafrost in high alpine rock walls. The last few years have seen
changes in temperature and/or climate implicated in events occurring at sea level in the Finnish Archipelago (Leith et al.,
2017), 1000 m a.s.l. in the Sierra Nevada (Collins et al., 2017), 2000 m a.s.l. in the central Swiss Alps (Kos et al., 2016),
and at over 3000 m a.s.l. in the Mont blanc massif (Ravanel et al., 2017). The broad spatial range, incipient nature of
associated fracturing, and lack of insight into mechanisms driving rock breakdown (which ultimately facilitates these
events), calls for a new low-cost, versatile, and distributed approach to data collection.
Leveraging the increasing popularity of open-source electronics platforms (specifically the Arduino hardware), communitybased software development projects, and low-power mini-PC’s, we present details of an installation incorporating off-theshelf sensors with a simple data acquisition platform and tried-and-tested microacoustic monitoring monitoring system to
determine the mechanisms responsible for the thermomechanical fracturing of a bedrock island in the Finnish Archipelago
(Figure 1). Notably, we incorporate a full weather station, 1 m long bedrock temperature strings, a crack aperture gauge,
and continuous acoustic emission monitoring to observe the bedrock response to environmental conditions. Independent
remote data access and power management systems allow us to remotely manage the observation system. The data
gathered has allowed us to model thermoelastic efects in the subsurface, and characterize the bedrock response to strong
thermal cycles during the summer of 2016.

Figure 1. The installed monitoring system on Långören Island, Finland.
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Intraplate volcanism in northeast China due to upwellings rising from
the stagnant slab
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Major intraplate hotspot volcano chains are well explained by plume theory. However, the mechanisms for non-hotspot
continental intraplate volcanism remains controversial. Intraplate continental volcanism commonly occurs in regions located
above stagnant subducted slabs, such as in northeast China. Here, we explore the role of the stagnant slab and of mineral
water stored in the transition zone for the formation and evolution of intraplate volcanoes in northeast China. We explore
two-dimensional regional models of convection in the upper and mid mantle. The effect of water on melting behavior and
density are considered. We find that the stagnant slab is unstable and will extend laterally in the transition zone. Upwellings
rise from the edges of the slab, out of the warm and buoyant harzburgite underbelly of the slab, as well as from the hydrous
layer atop the slab within a couple of Myrs. They rise to ~400 km depth and are then entrained by sub-lithospheric smallscale convection cells to reach the base of the lithosphere after a couple of tens of Myrs. The volumes, patterns and
composition of related decompression melting depend on model parameters, such as e.g. the water content in the hydrous
layer above the slab. We also explore the effects of lateral heterogeneity within the slab and find that even small
heterogeneity is sufficient to significantly advance convective instability, and thus the timing and volumes of related mantle
melting. The study of intraplate continental volcanism can indeed improve our understanding of upper-mantle and transitionzone dynamics.
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The Rural Urban Interface (RUI) define the area where humans and their development intermix with wildland fuels,
including forest and rural areas. Here human-caused wildfires are more likely to occur and represent a main hazard for
people, houses and infrastructures. Compounded by climate changes, urban growth and the fragmentation of rural areas,
RUI represents at present the central focus of wildland fire policy and has been identified by recent studies as the most fire
prone surface.
Current approaches proposed by the scientific community to map the RUI are prevalently GIS based, marked by the use of
a buffer at a pre-defined distance around buildings which define an area overlapping the wild vegetation and forest covers
(Conedera et al., 2015). Such maps represent a useful support tool for fire managers but, from a scientific perspective, this
procedure does not account for uncertainty (Uusitalo et al., 2015). Moreover, the extension of the RUI changes both
spatially and temporally as a result of environmental and anthropogenic variables. A typical example is the urbanisation,
following the abandonment of remote rural areas, which increases the likelihood of wildfires to affect houses and
infrastructures, prompting the RUI’s expansion. Therefore, the delimitation of the RUI is closely relate to the land use/land
cover changes (LULCC). In European countries the recent trend in LULCC is characterised by the abandonment of rural
areas under the pressure of urbanization and the expansion of costal touristic centers (Antrop, 2004). Therefore, lowintensity agriculture, grazing practices and other rural activities are more and more abandoned, causing the intensification
of forest covers and scrubland vegetation, especially in poor accessible areas.
In the preset study authors propose an innovative approach to define the Rural Urban Interface, which escape from the
definition of fixed boundaries and their dependence from predefined parameters (Kanevski M., 2008). As an alternative, we
introduce an new procedure based on Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and Fuzzy Set Theory (FST). MLP was first applied to
model the probability of having changes in land cover (Eastman et al., 2005), and then FST was used to derive maps
expressing the possibility of an area of being included in the RUI. This methodology allowed to elaborate future RUI
scenario (for the year 2030) based on the transition between the past (year 1990) and the current land cover (year 2012),
including driving variables for urban and rural development (e.g. census data, distance from roads, DEM and derivatives).
The case study is Portugal, a country in the Mediterranean basin particularly affected by fires (Tonini et al., 2017), but the
model is applicable worldwide. As rusult we obtained continuous and non-categorical ‘fuzzy’ maps expressing the degree of
possibility of being RUI in the near future (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Possibility RUI map for the year 2030 in Portugal. This map was obtained applying Multilayer Perceptron to model the probability
of having changes in land cover, followed by fuzzy overlay to combine the predicted changes.
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In Switzerland, approximately 90% of subsurface uses take place in unconsolidated rock masses (i.e., Quaternary
deposits). These Quaternary deposits accommodate more than half of Switzerland’s drinking water resources and contain a
substantial volume of raw materials (gravels and sands). Due to the increased demand on these deposits, use conflicts in
the shallow subsurface are unavoidable. Knowledge about composition and spatial distribution of these sediments is
essential for managing the subsurface.
The GeoQuat project has therefore been launched by the Federal Office of Topography swisstopo in cooperation with the
Federal Office for the Environment FOEN and the Federal Office of Energy SFOE in order to:
i).
ii)
iii)

Develop a system for structured storage of unconsolidated rock data (QLG data model and database). Refer to Volken
et al. (2016) for more details.
Build workflows and tools for the realization of 3D geological and parametric models (voxel models) of Quaternary
deposits (Preisig et al., 2016).
Make the developed tools, models and derived products accessible to users working in the different fields of applied
geology.

Here, emphasis is laid on the added-value of data harmonization and workflow automation for analyzing, modelling and
processing data from Quaternary deposits.
A homogeneous and structured storage of unconsolidated rock data in Switzerland is vital, as it permits data comparison
and exchangeability, as well as it is the basis for 3D geological and parametric models. Therefore, a well-structured
Quaternary deposit data model (QLG) has been implemented in the central Swiss Geological Survey (SGS) database
(Brodhag et al. 2017). Moreover, data standardization in the QLG harmonized database, in itself allows for the creation of
automated tools and workflows, where users can directly apply such tools favoring the exchangeability of standardized
data.
Boreholes, geological cross-sections and geophysical data are harmonized, as they are the main components of the QLG
database. Automated tools and workflows were built with the Feature Manipulation Engine, i.e. FME (Safe Software, 2017),
to i) pre-process data and to ii) generate derived products from the 3D models. i) The raw harmonized data may represent
various elements (e.g., geological formations, unified soil classification, etc.) and can exist in many formats (e.g., points
along boreholes, polygons on maps or cross-sections). In pre-processing, the automated workflow gathers all those data
and converts them to points with specified dimensions as needed for 3D voxel modeling. ii) The 3D voxel models serve as
the foundation from which various post-products can be extracted (e.g., map of foundation soil classes, volume and quality
map of resources, etc.). These entire derived products are based on the 3D voxel models and they can visualize exhaustive
analysis results in a comprehensible manner. Also here, FME is used to automate the generation of these post-products
and allows for fast testing of different scenarios or updating the model with the implementation of new input data.
Furthermore, FME visually represent transformations on the data, in essence documenting the workflow. Overall, this semiautomated framework greatly enhances the use of (harmonized) observational data (e.g. borehole data) for producing
flexible and reproducible 3D voxel models, as well as the realization of comprehensible post-products. Additionally,
standardized data in combination with a multitude of tools for derived products are accessible and exchangeable for users
in the fields of geology, hydrogeology, geotechnical engineering, contaminated sites, natural hazards, non-energetic mineral
resources and geothermics.
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